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May 29, 2015 

 

 

Ms. Lynn Peterson    Ms. Lynne Griffith 

CEO/Secretary     Assistant Secretary, Ferries 

Washington Dept. of Transportation  Washington Dept. of Transportation 

P.O. Box 47300     P.O. Box 47300 

Olympia, WA  98504-7300   Olympia, WA  98504-7300     

 

 

Dear Secretary Peterson and Assistant Secretary Griffith: 

Throughout the past several months I have been contacted many times by constituents sharing support, 

ideas and concerns with regard to the recently implemented Washington State Ferry Reservation System. 

This input varies from constituents with suggestions to some raising legitimate concerns. 

In light of the issues raised to me by my constituents and the increasing summer ferry ridership, I have 

spent a great deal of time continuing the conversation with numerous members of the San Juan Islands’ 

community, including individuals representing key industries that rely upon the ferries such as the lodging 

industry and the construction industry. As you are aware I also held a meeting on Orcas Island with 

members of the Ferry Advisory Committee, the chamber of commerce and local ferry employees. Finally, I 

have had no less than two dozen additional conversations with islanders on both San Juan and Orcas 

Islands. 

Through these discussions, it has become clear that while the reservation system is working, it likely needs 

some tweaks.  

I would like to arrange a meeting with you both to discuss some ideas that have come from these 

discussions.  Specifically, I would like to discuss:   

 At this time, the reservation system allows for 90 percent of the ferry to be reserved. Locals worry 

that this blocks those from spontaneously deciding to go off island on a busy day (Friday/Monday) 

as the entire boat with the exception of 12 spaces will be reserved by "tourists" and others who can 

predict their plans months in advance. Should we allow for more than 10 percent first come first 

serve?   

 At this time, 30 percent is open for reservations months out. 30 percent weeks out. And, the final 30 

percent is open days out. Several members of the lodging industry have expressed to me their 

concerns regarding the fact that clients are booking reservations at their bed and breakfast, but 

unable to get a WSF reservation at the same time as the first 30 percent is already full. Instead of  
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waiting for the next release of ferry reservations, they are canceling their reservation and not 

coming to the island. Do we want to consider allowing more of the vessel to be reserved earlier? 

 Another concern raised initially by the lodging industry, but being echoed by others is the fact that 

when you book a reservation you cannot reserve your return ferry ride if you are not returning the 

same day. This is problematic for locals going off island as well as tourists or others coming to the 

islands. Would it be possible to allow for round trip reservations within a period of a few days? 

 It has come to my attention that some may be making multiple reservations just to hold the dates on 

the off chance they decide to travel that day and are therefore blocking spaces that others could use 

if they knew they were available. Should we increase the amount paid upfront when making a 

reservation in order to lessen unused reservations? 

 I understand that the Orcas terminal is getting backed up on busy days not because of local staff, 

but because the WSF scanners necessary to check reservations either do not work or have not been 

delivered. How can we remedy this situation?   

 It has also come to my attention that there is considerable confusion over when reservations may be 

given away or cancelled if the reservation holder is not at the terminal within a certain time before 

departure. Is there a way to provide greater clarity to customers and prevent unexpected 

cancellations when one cannot "check in" in time, but is physically at the terminal? 

 Lastly, I have heard there may be a fledgling black market for ferry reservations on busy weekends. 

What can be done about this? 

 

As you can see from the above list, I come to you with many questions. I’m not asking for action at this 

time, but rather a continuation of the discussion on ways to improve the Washington State Ferries 

Reservation System before we get too deep into the fast approaching summer season.  

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

 

Kevin Ranker  

 

 


